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Simple and convenient tool that can be used to test the connection to different Internet sites. It includes the following features: –
Enable / Disable logging – Specify the TTL (Time To Live) – Specify the packet size – Specify the number of retries – Specify
the maximum retry time – Specify the period of pinging (in seconds) – Specify the timeout (in seconds) – Print the results –
Specify the IP addresses to test – Import the list of IP addresses from a file – Export the list of IP addresses to a file – List of IP
addresses – Automatic connection – Manual connection Registry Defrag is an advanced disk defragmentation utility which
comes with a set of improved defragmentation algorithms and features. It is based on a completely new patented algorithm, so it
should be substantially more efficient than standard defragmenters. Registry Defrag is a System Utilities Program designed to
help Registry Optimization by clearing obsolete information from the Registry. The Registry is where you can keep information
about programs and data that are used to run your computer. You can also add new entries that contain information such as
shortcuts, the Microsoft Office document templates, and the list of programs. Registry Defrag will help you to efficiently clear
the unnecessary and older entries from the Registry. This program provides: • Selective clearing. • Defragmentation of system
registry files. • Improved performance. • Ability to perform defragmentation without system start-up. Advertisements SpeedBit
CD/DVD Creator is a simple and powerful CD/DVD creator software designed for making CD and DVD that can convert any
audio files to CD/DVD with or without data CDs and DVDs, such as MP3, WMA, WAV, OGG, CDA, AAC, AC3, APE, MP4,
WMA, CD Audio (CAF), MP4, and DVD Video. It provides a simple interface to drag and drop MP3 or WMA audio files to
convert them to audio CDs or DVDs. It supports the free lossless encoder AudioAlign for encoding audio CD contents, and its
encoder is much better than other encoders. It also supports burning of DVD Video (DIVX) files to blank DVD discs. It can
save the output image files as BMP, JPG, TIF, GIF, PNG, and PICT formats. DriveImage XML offers an easy solution
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Pinger2009 is a small portable utility designed to monitor the active Internet connections for any change. It can ping multiple IP
addresses at the same time, and can even log these changes. A wonderful utility for those who want to keep an eye on Internet
connections. Angular Material Date Picker is not working on one browser, works on other browsers I have a mat-datepicker
component, and I'm using a button to call a function that will change the date of the component. I've tested this in the Google
Chrome and Firefox, and the change in date works in both browsers. But when I test it in the Microsoft Edge, and Google
Chrome, it doesn't work at all, even the datepicker doesn't open and shows a little popup with a 'Please enter a valid date' error.
(Angular 5 and Angular Material 6). HTML test TS: test(){ this.picker.open(); } A: I had the same issue and i got a solution. In
order to use the datepicker, you should include the following scripts :

What's New in the Pinger2009?

Pinger is a multi-threaded ICMP echo utility. Pinger can ping multiple hosts simultaneously. It has an easy to use graphical
interface and many settings. It was designed to be easy to use, portable, and has a low memory footprint. Features: PING option
Send an ICMP packet to a host or hosts - Ping one host at a time - Ping many hosts simultaneously PING sets Cannot set
interface parameters Send interval, pause, loop count and time out Log file IP addresses can be set from a file Useful settings
can be saved and restored to default Pinger2009 is the perfect tool for anyone who needs to ping multiple IP addresses
simultaneously without having to use the command prompt, while allowing you to set many different settings and log the results.
If you like ping, chances are you already know how to ping a single host, so this tool will do you wonders. What's new in version
3.5.0: * Fixed "Ignoring 1 port requests" issue on Vista * Various performance improvements What's new in version 3.4.1: * If
you have some problems with Internet Connection Sharing (ICS) on Windows Vista 64-bit and you are running a 64-bit version
of Pinger2009, please see this post: What's new in version 3.4.0: * Fixed "Message box: Access denied" issue on Windows 7
What's new in version 3.3.1: * Fixed logging issue What's new in version 3.3.0: * Multiple OS improvements What's new in
version 3.2.2: * Fixed IPV6 issue * Improved logging What's new in version 3.2.1: * Fixed logging issue What's new in version
3.2.0: * Fixed response time What's new in version 3.1.0: * Added log filter What's new in version 3.0.5: * Fixed "Log file is
being used by another program" issue * Added log files' compression What's new in version 3.0.4: * Fixed IPV6 issue * Fixed
IE compatibility issues * Fixed logging issue * Fixed waiting issue * Improved UI What's new in version 3.0.3: * Fixed some
other issues What's new in version 3.0.2: * Fixed logging issue What's new in version 3.0.1: * Fixed the speed of IPv6 * Various
improvements What's new in version 3.0.0: * Re-written from scratch * Curses based interface * Advanced ping options * GUI
* Improved logging * Other enhancements
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10, Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows Server 2012,
Windows Server 2012 R2, Windows Server 2016, Windows 10 Mobile, Windows Server 2016 Mobile, Windows 8.1
Embedded, Windows 8 Embedded, Windows Embedded Compact 2013 R2 Processor: Intel Core i5-3570, Core i7-3770, Core
i7-4790S, Core i5-4590S, Core i5-6600, Core i5-66
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